
Message by Alexandru Szasz posted as a result of the Mozilla Romanian meet-up at 
FLOSSCamp. This is an automatically translated message in English of: 
https://groups.google.com/forum/?fromgroups&hl=en#!topic/mozilla-ro/AWnYUAXHVuo.

Hello,

It's a longer message, but please be patient to read, I focused as I could not 
get to be hard to understand.

Many of you remember we talked a while ago of community organizing.
I proposed to have no leader, to contribute each to a common goal, which is 
clearly seen that did not work.
I spoke with Tibi Turbureanu, Cristian Silaghi and Gabriel Ivănică options which 
mozilla.ro , which are:

    to leave things as they are, ie mozilla.ro just a place to ask each other 
health
    to name a leader, someone initially accepted by the community and older in 
the community 

How I'm the oldest remaining active in mozilla.ro (Irina Sandu working to 
mozilla.com and Alina Mierluş is active outside the country), there are other 
options now.

However, my interest is that, if we manage to recover (I had a good start with 
mozilla.ro ), and other options appear, younger than me.
I think they are mandatory to achieve some great things for this community to 
be:

    products located in the Romanian
    Product Support in Romanian
    News in Romanian
    support to potential contributors to find the best way to help
    event organization and promotion of Mozilla products
    participation of international events 

An itemized to:

A. products located in the Romanian

We need someone to take over the reins to my location. There Narro, the 
translation process is very simple now, but there are some procedures to be 
followed outside Narro, following bugzilla, mailing lists and the "sign-off" 
that are ready to translate.

Two. Product Support in Romanian

either sumo or through our resources, users must have a very simple way to ask 
for help; regularly can search the Internet if they are frustrated about Mozilla 
products and where you can leave comments to help people, you can put alerts 
google for it

Three. News in Romanian

for it must be pursued and located in the Romanian mozilla blogs (translation + 
adaptation) format so that it can be taken from newspapers and news agencies

Four. support to potential contributors to find the best way to help



for it must be listed in a visible place all active contributors, with a way to 
contact and skills so that those interested can contact us and we can refer them 
to the best way to contribute to the overall project or mozilla or the Romanian 
community

Five. event organization and promotion of Mozilla products

events to be announced in advance, promote, and then have to write an article 
about the event, which can be re-published resources (presentations, pictures), 
should be encouraged by the events that have taken place and by providing 
material assistance, the first step : writing an article on how to organize the 
easiest event

6. participation of international events

this thing is already happening, but if we are a community function, we can 
decide in November the most appropriate people to participate, otherwise some 
will be forgotten that work behind others

For each of these points, we need someone who can handle and can assist on that. 
If you are interested, please tell.

I would like to revive regular meetings, but in a format friendly and more 
visible:

- How to vote for the right time and day

- Our discussions are available in real time on site mozilla.ro

- Anyone can participate, without consideration, directly from the browser

- Anyone can continue the discussion after

Certainly there is a way for Wordpress that, if someone knows him / her to 
please give some recommendations. If not, be sought: 
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/tags/meeting

To put it up, Tibi, please do a survey http://fufl.ceata.org/ for a future 
meeting on IRC?

Plan the future would be:

    establish and volunteers responsible for the 6 points above
    targets for each of the 6 points
    regular meetings (short) to keep pace 

My goal as a leader is that the 6 points above to operate under mozilla.ro , if 
that happens, I can say that there is a Romanian Mozilla community.

-
Alexandru Szasz


